






The plush Royal Chamber, located within the 

Elephant Quarter of The Palace, is a resplendent 

venue that makes a grand impression. It is ideally 

suited for a graceful ceremony or luxurious seated 

reception and opens onto the terrace and the 

magnificent Palace gardens.

Lawns can host up to 200 pax for light lunch or 

cocktail party or even outdoor high tea.







There is a legend of a city renowned for its wealth 

and beauty, nestled in a secluded valley known as 

the Valley of the Sun. At the heart of the city, 

surrounded by a sacred lake, stood a palace of 

unequalled magnificence, infused with the spirit of 

generosity and benevolence.

Protected by great timber and bronze gates, 

The Palace paid homage to its surroundings by 

integrating the natural beauty into its design.

Sculptures of noble leopards acted as sentinels at

the entrance; fountains fashioned after the 

tree-dwelling monkeys quenched the thirst of the 

people; and elephants, lions, kudus, birds and beasts 

of all kind were immortalised in stone and depicted in 

mosaics on vaulted ceilings, in mouldings, and on 

the flame-topped towers that rose from The Palace 

like beacons.

Inspired by its splendour and recreated based on 

whispered legends, we bring to you The Palace of

the Lost City: A kingdom built in the same spirit as

the legend of old.

This elegant and intimate venue is enhanced by the 

life size statue of Shawu, a great African Elephant, 

who was famous for its large size and spectacular 

tusks. Surrounded by the glorious architecture of 

The Palace, this is ana excellent venue for 

pre-reception drinks.

IDEAL PRE-RECEPTION DRINKS VENUE FOR MAX

300 STANDING GUESTS OR 150 SEATED 

BANQUET-STYLE



The enchanting Wind Chime Chapel is situated in

the beautiful lush gardens adjacent to The Palace

and the Lost City Golf Course. This outdoor location

is truly magical and is perfect for a relaxed barefoot

luxury ceremony and wedding reception.

Hosts 80 to 100 guests cinema style.













The Baobab Outlook is nestled in the lush and lovely 

gardens of The Palace and is accessed from the 

hotel. At night, the lights of The Palace and its 

towers form a glorious backdrop to a magical setting.

Can house a Gazebo or Marquee or Private picnics for 

100 pax up. Caters for 250 pax





From its inception in 1992, The Palace of the 
Lost City has enthralled and amazed visitors 
from all over the globe. This addition to the 
Pilanesberg landscape is dwarfed in years by the 
1,300-million-year-old extinct volcanic site on 
which it is built.

The 55,000-hectare, malaria-free Pilanesberg 
National Park borders on the Sun City complex. 
It was opened in 1979, and is to date the largest 
game resettlement project in the history of 
South Africa. The Mankwe Lake, a game draw-card, 
marks the centre of the ancient volcano.

The term "Super Seven" was coined for the Park, 
as cheetah and wild dogs can be found here, in 
addition to elephant, lion, leopard, rhino and bu�alo. 
The diverse vegetation supports a wealth of other 
mammal, bird, reptile and tree species.

Danie de Jager's bronze wildlife sculptures in the 
grounds of The Palace of the Lost City pay 
powerful homage to these living treasures.

Explore the option of a guided game drive or a 
hot-air balloon safari for unforgettable viewing 
opportunities.



The King’s Tower is magnificently located at the 
highest point in The Palace and overlooks the entire 
expanse of the Sun City Resort with extraordinary 
views of the Pilanesberg. This setting is adorned 
with regal kudu statues which act as sentinels, 
fit for a King.

Caters for a maximum of 4 pax private dining.







S U N  C E N T R A L

The Cascades: 243 Luxury Rooms including 10 Suites. 
Soho: 340 Luxury Rooms including 8 Suites.

Cabanas: 380 Rooms.

T I M E L E S S  I N T E R I O R S
 Picnic hosts up to 100 pax

O R C H I D  A N D  P R O T E A  R O O M S
Formal seating dinning up to 50 pax

T H E  P A L A C E  P O O L  D E C K
Hosts up to 250 seating formal dining also o�ers cocktail party for 250 pax in 

the same venue at the same time.

OTHER VENUES AT THE PAL ACE

336






